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A

FOREWORD

To implement an educational approachsuccessfullY; one must match the philoso-
phy of evaluation with that of imtruction. This is pakicularly true when individual-
ization is the hey element in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this.match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find .the task overwhelming.. 4or
this reason, ISCS has developed.a set .of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program: These materials are deSigned
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them:
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individudlizing ective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groupsbf4 teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local school envinonment. 'Hopefully,
they will do more Than give each teacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These ITP modules suggest key strategies. for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation of elich udent's progress. And to make it easier. for teachers to put such
strategies into pract ISCS has produced the .associated. booklets entitled Perli)rm-
ance Objectives, Per ormance Assessnwnt Resources, and Peiformance checks. Using
these- materials, the teacher can .objectively assess the student's mastery of tile proc-.
e§,ses, skill, arld.subject matter of the ISCS program. And the teacher can. obtain,
at the moment when tprey are needed, specitk Suggestions For remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will.guide you indevel-
()ping an individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings'and thus:
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

Tlie Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study'
Rm 41.5, Wit .I.ohnston Building
415 NOrth Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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NOTES TO THE STUDENT

Now that you have completed several clapters,.excursions or resources, and self-
evaluations, you arc ready to help your teacher- deterthine how well you are doing.
The perfOrmance checks in this .book will provide your teacher with this information.
Then your teacher can help you with things yOu may not understand and can keep a
.record of your progress.

Read the .next section carefully.. It explains some iMportant things about the per-
formance checks in this book, -and it gives yoti s ecific suggestions.for using them.

What. You Need To Know ahOut Verformoce C cks

.1. You do performance checks. en you are ready. Per-
Tormance checks are somewha ike the questions in the self-
evaluations you do. then heo you are ready, not when
the whole class is read.
.2. Your teacher o both of you decide how many you .

Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decidt
which ones you thould do. You are. not .expected to do all

-of.the perforinance cheeks.
3. There are three forms for each performance check. Every
perforMance check is written in three forms A, B, and C.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Form A, B, or
('.) Usually the ansWers for each .form are different. When
you' do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
forms are always in different booklets. Within each booklet
all the performahce objectives for the same unit are listed
together. A unit contains two or three chapters and their>re-
'kited excursions or resources. These units are in numerical
order. Each unit has performance checks based on core
material and pe4rMance .chetks based on excursions or.
resources.
4. Each performance check has its uwn number. The number
is' in the outside margin of the page and will look
WW-03-Core-17A, WW-01-Exc (2P-03-Core-I 7A, or

ReS' 3-2A:. 'These nuttik rs meah

WW - 03 - Core 17. 'A and WW 01 Exc

8

n

/-4

(1)11- 9.2... Core 17 A and CI): 01 - Res.

11

.1

`/ .!
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5. Each performance check is separated from the other.
There is a line before each performance check and one after.
it. Some pefformance checks have several ptiAts, so do every-
thing called for between the lines. If there is no line at the
t iottom of a page, the check is continued onto the next page.
6. Sometimes you will need to .use equipment. If speCial
.materials ate needed, they willibt M boxes labeled with the
same number and sometimes the same,letter too as ihe per.-
formance cheCk for which you need them. t ,

-7. Some performance checks hive two or more answers. isf.
:

more than one answer is correct; you must select all the cot,
rect 'choices. In such cases, selecting just one answer is no
enough.
8. Some performance Checks have no instvers. Occasionally,
you may be .asked to do something that is-impossible and to
explain your ansvier. If so, say that the task is impossible

e

4

and explain why.

This isn't the kind of
checkbook you, write in.

..---

9. You share books of per(ormance yhecks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your atswers on other paper.
Give the number and form of the perfOrmance check for each
answer you write. If you are to draw a gtaph, a chart, or a
map, your teacher may provide you with grid paper or a copy
of the chart or map.

10. Your teacher or his assistant will c oiled and mad( ybur
checks. And sometimes you Must ask him to watch or assist
you as you do a Check.

11. Sometimes a review procedure will be suggested. If you
can't do a performance check, you may be asked to' review
a part of the text or a self-evaluation question. 'You. may
'then be checked on the same material, so be sure you under-:
stand the material you review. Get help if you need it.

14.
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ranya put a tray or hot water in a sealed observation box, as shown below. The -clot WW

represent air particles. . 01-Core-lB

Diagram a. Diagram b.
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Diagram c,

.

Which of. the diagrams above hest . represents how the air particles will be
scattered in her observation box?
2. Explain the reason For ypur choice.

The diagrams below showthree boxes. They are open at the bottom and contain
air. The air particles are represented by the small dots.

Diagram a.

% : :
0.

*. ..-,
.

Diagram b.

.

.
:

...
- .

.
S. 4..

- .
. . .-

400r.

Diagram c.

I. Which of the boxes contain the :warmkst
2. Explain your answer. In your explankipn. use the things that the particle
model says about heat and matter particles.

WW

01-Core-2B

While at the seashore on a sunny day, you notice a woman .sunbathing. A lit tIt3 later WW

yousee, her pouring some Water onto her body. A 'practical reason for her action 01-0ii, re- 3B

would be that ,;

'a. her suit was dirty, so she decided to woh
b. she believes that water spread on her body will cool her body.

c. -she believes that %/incr. Will make 'her 'body hotter and therefore cause her
to tan more quickly.

d. the water on her body will make others think she has been swimming,.

lb)

V. L '%



WW Isaac measured the surface temperature of two different dry Plasti boxes several
01-Core4B ' times after.he,had placed them in sunlight. Ohe box was white; the other was dark

blue. He plotted theifsurface teniperattires -On the grid below..
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TIME (in mirtutei)

I. Which graph Kline), a or b, represents the surface temperature of the white
box? . o

2. Explain your choice.

WW Carla placed two containers of soil in sunlight. Ope was tilled with wet soil arid. the'
01Core-5B. other with dry soil. She then measuvid the temperature in the two containeifs. and

......-
plotted her data as shown.below. "I. -8-;:;:
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2 3

TIME (in minutes), ., ;.

.

m

-

1."V" etr
a '

.
f. Which of the two graphs (lines), a ofb, repre.sents the surface temperature
of the wet soil?
,2. ExPlain yiitir answer.

1 0
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Arrange the follgsviing.evensts in the order in which they oCeur.
1. The läk and the land warniing at different' rates
2. The airabove the lake warming.more slowly than. the-air above the land

. .

1 An up-and-down motion of the.airAbove the land and the lake
.4. The sun heating the lake and, the land

1NW

01LCore-00

.
.

, . .

. Jane went outside, on a sunny,.- calm day to measure "thelemperature of the air in WW..

. . four different unshaded places neat her home; .She measured the air temperatures
. .. 01-Core-7B

above the following surfaces. , A
.. a.. The black-asphalt driveway' .,

b. The grass-covered lawn .

c. The moist,l)la'ck soil in her garden
-* \ '. ''.

d.s.The light-colored concrete sidewalk . .

Abovewhich surface would she 'record the highest air temperture?
t ) -

:One day while observing: aWeagle circling. Over a 'meadow, :flielc- ndticetha peculiar -WW

,thing. .Aftliough the eagle did not flap. its Wings Once during..the teh minutes he 01Core-8B:
watched, it kept rising higher and higher hi the sky. Explain', how it is possible for.

the eagle to staY up and even to riSe without flapping its wingS. . ,..

_ .

..'?One day in .science class. Wilma and Betty disagreed. as to how th'e air and surfaces .. WW.

were heated. -Wilma'aid that the Sun first heated the air and .this licit air then. hea.ted 01,Core-9B

the surface- below it Betty thought that sunlighl first heats ..a.daili-iolored surface .
and that this warm surface then.heats the air above it. Stati a plan to find (tut who

- is correct. . .

:, c6
ittmo

Go to the weather ii4rument that xour' teacher has.set up in the classrodm,. Make:
the readings from.The vfber itigeument, and.record them on pout al1swer paper.

WW

01-Core-10B

Which of the variableSbelow cap be controlled in weather warding?....
a: Temperature.
b. Inches of snowfall
c. Wind speed

Wind direction
.VAime of day y.ou. take the readfg4:-

,-";

01-Core-11B

.

...t., WWI'S It important-Mak,e your weather-watch measurements-at the same liMe WW
. ,

each day?^ -....,
.

01.-Core-12B
. . ,

. 4

. If
. _
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Use the diagram of 'the weather instrument below to answer the following three ques-
()I-Cote-13B ' t ions. .

A

: a

WIND
VELOCITY
M.P,.H.

;

,,Wlmt is the wind speed'?
2. What is the wind direction?:

.

3. How mueh PieeiNtation has there been since the last reading'?,

:

T

ef

t:



a. ' 5.

Name the elOnd.type shown in each diagram below:it .

.0

t

4

Clouci.type 1.

. -

Cloud,type 2.

47

"Cloud type 3.

0

.-

S ,sr

- ^
,

-

. . -

...- _ :

4. 0

. .

pi-Core-14B

a '

lit

Draw the .yinbols that are used to represent the -following amounts or clAid cover.' .

I. 75% Overtast ,
2. Clear' sky (0% overcast)

4.

VYW

01-Core-15B .

I

qb.

.4/

P.

.t

;

, . .
V.' '../.;
1

0.1

St_ '



WW

01-Core-16B

.

4

Draw the cloud-cover symbol which represents the amount of cloud cover on the day
the following diagram was drawn.

WW Symbols like for- degrees Celsius, % for percent ,= for equals are often used in
01 -Core-17B science. WhY do scientists use symbols'? .

WW' Mary. Ellen measured the dkyth oe snowfall to be 32 inches in an area .where there
01Core:18B waS no drittinv How many inches of rainfall is approximately equivalent to a

32-inch snowfall?

WW Your teacher will obsdrve you for this check when he can..
01 -Core-19B w

WW Your teacher$will observe you for this check when he can.
01-Core-20B

. WW

017Core-2,1 B

Your teacher will observe you For this check when he can:

Your teaiTher will observeyou for this check when he can:
".. 01-Core-22B 1-

I

o'; ,

WW
01-Core-230

cc

'Your tesacher will observe.you fiir this check whel,i he Can. . \

a. 1 4

t
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You are suspended lir:a basket from * balloon, as.shown below. Su4denly the bal-
loon begins to descend before your flight is completed. Which of the objects listed
below would be the best possible lielp to you?

a. An air pump to lilow up the balloon
b. A valve to let some air out of the balloon
c. A butane 164,irner to heat the air in the balloon
d. A device to cool the airin the balloon

vi

WW
01-Exc 1-1-1B

Air-filled balloon

Suspended basket

Tara has just filled a balloon with hot air.
Will this balloon have more lifting force if the air around it is warm or if it

is cokl?
2. Explain your answer.

WW

01-Exc 1-1-2B

Design a plan you could use to measure thTe relationship between the lifting force of WW

it hot-air balloon and the temperature a the air niside the balloon. 01-Exc 1-1-3B .

in the diagram below, arrows show the way the wind is blowing across the coast.

.Which of the'following bestnzim.es t4e wind direCtion?

1?: NU,

(..SEwund
d. SW wind
e? S wind

z

WW

01-Exc 2-1-1B

Off

t

I
5I



.
WW As Kitty was trying to Ake a wind direction reading, the pointer on the wind-
01-Exc 2-1-2B direction instrument kept moving fr(*)m NW through W to SW and back to NW again.

She should
a. record N.
b. record W.
0. record all three directions NW, W, and SW.
d. wait until the wind direction is steadier before taking a. reading,
e. record S.

01-Exc 2-1-3B
Mike made the following observations concerning wind speed on a weekend when he
didn't have a wind-measuring instrument available. Arrahge the observations in order
of increasing wind speed. List the number of the lowest wind speed firt.

. The clothes on the line hang limp.
2. Bushes begin to move.
3. The branches of a large tre.e sway.
4. A pile 'of loose paper begins to Wow around.

WW

01-Exc 2-2-1B
What does.The prefix alto mean when it is added to the name of a type of cloud?

WW
01-Exc 2-2-2B

Get pictures 2, 4, and 6 from folder WW-0I-Exc 2-2-2. Name the lyps of Cloud
shown in each picture.

WW

01-Exc 2-3-1B
Use the following table to convert the two temperatures listed'below it..

o , o OC .0.F Oc 01; 0.c OF

20 68.0 10 50.0 0 32.0 -10 14.0

.19 . 66.2 9 48.2 1 30.2 -11 12,2

18 64.4 8 46.4 -2 28.4 -12 10.4

-..1 7 62.6 .7 44.6 -3 26.6 -13 8.6

16 60.8 6 42.8 -4 24.8 -14 6.8

15
l

59.0 5 41.0 ,

r
-5 t 23.0 -15 5.0

14 57.2 4 39.2 -6 '21.2 -16 # 3.2

55.4 3 37.4 -7 19.4 -17 1.4

.:' 53'.6 ' 2 .15.6 -8 17.6; 18 .4.4.1'2

*.11- 51.81 33.8 -9 ' . 15.8 -19:;" -2:2

I. flow many equal -5°C?
2. 1 low. many "C. equal 39°F?

4 4



p.

Convert the following wind speeds from miles per how to kilom&ers per hour. WW

(HINT: There are" .6 kilonieters in I mile.) . 01--Exc 2-3-28

I . I 8 mph
4r2. 56 mph

Suppose that according to your rain gauge 2.5 inches of rain fell last night. There
are 2.54 cm in one inch. How many ce, ltimeters of rain fell last night?

WW

01-Exc 2-3-3$

'



Examine.the following diagram which shows cubes of air over two different surfaces.

Hot surface

1. Which cube of air will be the coolest?
2. Which cube of air will be the hottest?

WW
02-Core-lB

Which of the graphs below best shows how air temperature usually changes with alti-
tude above aie earth's surface?
Graph a.

Graph c,

A
:.
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Graph b. :
A

Graph d.
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WIN
02-Core-2B

INCREASING ALTITUDE

IMMO MOEMINIMMEMOIIMEMEMMIMEMMEMEM
mmommmmemmommmommmggim,
mommuggmm MOMMIMAdmMull
IIIIIIIImum.MEMMMEOP:MME MUM

mmommnkmgmmm
mmpmdmmummmgmmm gg mm m
liv:ilmmommommmmgmm mm g

gmommomm
mmommmpmmmgmm mommommomm
1111111111111.1111111111

INCREASING ALTITUDE

. Air Pressure is a for& exerted on objects at the earth's surfdce. What causes airores-
mite',

WW
02-Core-3k.

1 8
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WW Weathermen usually measure air pressure interms of the height of a column of mer-
02-Core-4B cury. What is air pressure that causes it to support a column of mercury?f.

ww
02-Core-5B

Graph a. A

Which of the graphs below best shows how air pressure usually changes with altitnde
above the earth's surface?.

Graph C. A

INCREASING ALTITUDE

INCREASING ALTITUDE

Graph b, A

Graph d. A
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II 11111111111 11111

Ifti 112,111

INCREASING ALTITUDE

INCREASING ALTITUDE'

WW Air pressare meaured -by a barometer at the top of a high cliff is less than air pres7
02-Core-6B sure measured at sea level because.

a. at higher aues, ar parcles move more sowy. ..ltitd i ti ll
. ;-

b. there is less air abovethe air althe top of the cliff than there is above the
air at sea level.

, c. there are'fewer air particles at higher altitudes.
d. the air is cooler at higher iltituaes..

1 9



Mary built the baby-food jar barometer shown below. WW
02-Core-7B°

Pointer

Baby-food jars

I . I f Mary took this barometei np in a helicopter, would .the pointer moVe up
on the scale or down on the scide as the helicopter's altitude increased?
(Assume that. the temperature remained constant.)
2. Explain your answer.

Each jar shown below is 'Capped with the end of a rubber baltoon. Match the best WW

description of .the relationship between the pressure inside the jar' and the pressure 02-Core-8$
outside the jar with each of the diagrams. Write the number of.thei.diagram_and after

-it the letter of the matching description.
Diagram Description

1. Dished in a. Pressure inside equal to pressure outside
b. Pressure inside less than pressure outside
c. Pressure outside less than pressure inside
d. None of these

2. Flat

3. 1 Bulged out



WW Bob drew the diagram shown below of a tin can'that had been damaged because there
02-Core-9B was oo much pressure' 'difference between the air, inside and outside the can..

/1

I. Was the air pressure outside greater or less than the air pressure inside?
. 2. What evidence do yoti have to support your decision?

WW
02-Core-10B

6

4.

In Chapter 3, 4 straw was attached to the rubber covering ot the baby-food jar barom-
eter, 4s shown below. Explain why it is a good 'idea to do this.

sw,

Rubber covering Straw



Swe built the baby-food jar barometer shown belo and set it up outside. She read
the baropeter on a cool day. She read meter the next afternoon when it
was v"ery hot outside. The reading was the same as; hat been the day before.

1. Had the air -pressure outside increased, decreased,. or-stayed the same?
2. ExPlain y6ur answer.

WW
02-Core-11B

You have seen water collect on the outside of a glass of cold water. Betty thinks WW
that this happenebecause water passes through the sides of the glass. State a proce- 02-Cora-12B
dure by which you could showtetty that the moisture doesn't come from the inside
of the glass.

What does the term dew point mean?1 WW-

02-C6re-13B

Define the term relative humidity. , ww
02-Core-14B

Ask your teacher to watch you do this check. Get the sling psychrometer. Measure WW
the relative humidity in your classroom. You 'may use .Table- 4-2 on pao 44 of 02-Córe-15B
.Winds and Weather..

Use the information given below to determine the relative humidity. WW
Temperature = 20°C - .., -02-Core-16BI
'G

A

re a t est amount of water .Vapor which can be held in 1000 ml of air at
20°C = 20 milligrams . .

.

Actual amount of water vapor iti tllis 1000-ml of air.= 17 miliigrams,

411



WW Which graph below best shows 'how the greatest amount. of w4ter vapor.that the air
02-Core-17B can hold varies with temperatorc?

Graph a.
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Eustaee heated a sample of air so that the temperature increased but the amount of
water yap& in tlie air stayed the-same, Which graph below best illustrates how the
relative humidity would changeyeith temperature?

Graph a

>-
1--
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WW

02-Core-18B
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Sue measured the wet-bulb and dry*ulb temperatures'on Wjdnesday and found the 'WW

difference was 5°, 02-COre-19B

On Thursday, Ann measured them and found the, difference
i0to be .

On which of the tWo days was the relative humidity higher?

2. Explain-your answer.

2 el



WW
02-Core-20B

Graph a.

For ten days in a row, Merrie's dry-bulb reading of her sling psychrometer was
unehanged. Yet, each day her wet-bulb reading changed', giving her a greater dif-
ference between the two temperatures. She made a graph showing both the daily
relative humidity and the difference betweert her wet-bulb and dy-bulb tempetature
readings. Select ihe letter of the graph below that best showS the relationship she
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WW
02-Core-21B

Ask your teachet to watch you do this Check. Get the sling psychrometer. Measure
the dew point in your classroom. You May use Table 4-3 on page 46 of Winds and
Weather.

WW
02-Core-22B

There must be solid particles in the air in order for tlouds to form. Why?

WW
02- Exc 3-1-1B

Record the 'letters of all of the following that could, be measures
a. 3.2 pounds
b. 5 newtons per square centimeter
c. 28 newtons
d. 51 pounds per square foot
e. 1 newton per square meter :

" 4.4

f. !Winches (
:

of pressure.

,

.1.

2
.

.



. .

Tim weighs 810 newtons: (:When he standt oh a block of wOod, his:weight is distrib-. .

uted over about 3,0 square cm of the surface of the Wooden bloCk: What pressure
doeS he exert on the bloCk's surface?IBe sure to express your ansWer in the proper
units.) e

4

WW

02-Exc 3-.1-28

1,1

Which exerts more pressure, the weight of_ a 90-pound ballerina exerted on the WW

2 square inches of her toe or the weight of a 200-pciund man' exerted on'the 9 square 02-Exp3-1-3B

inches of the flat heel on his shoe?

. . ,. . .
Betty made a mercury barometer.from a glass tube 50 inches long. She made andther WW \

thercury barometer ,100 inchL long from tubing of the same diameter.. Then-she 02-Exc 3-2-18

measured the height of the mercury Column in each tube. She found that .the height ..
of the meccury column in the 50-inch .tubet was 30 inclieS. Which answer best indi-

- cates the height of the mercury coluffin in tke 100-inch glass aibe?
. 4 7 ,

a. 60 inches /
b. 15 inches
c. 100 inches
d. 30 inches
e. 50 inches

'
100"
tube.

1111111111111hd1IIIPIIIMONHI1

Look at the diagram below. Ann used a glass tube with a diameter of % inch and a
length of 40 inches to make a mercury barometer. The mercury column in this tube-.

tollay is .28 inches high. Which answer best indicates how high the' Mercury colirmn
would be today in a barorneter tube with a diameter of 1/2 inch and a length of
40:inches?

a. 42 inches
b. 28 inches
c.") 4 inches
d. 7 inches
e. 50 inches

if-11

r

WW
02-Exc 3-2-28 -

One millibar of pressure is equal. to 010145 pounds per square inclNapressure. An WW

air pressure of 1016 millibars is requiref to 'support a mercdry column '30 inches 02.Exc 3-2-38

high. What air pressure, in Nunds per -square inch, is required to support a column,
of mercury 21 inchd high?.

,
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IC%

,

02-Exc'12-411

. . ,

What Ls The .barometric pressure shown below?

, 29.5

WW --Peter had two wet-bulb thermonieters..:He wet the wick Of-one-with alcohol and the
02..Exc 4-1-PA' wick'

.,
of -the other with water. -He'waved-bothihermoMeters around for 26 seconds:. -... . .

".' I. Which. thermoidettr will register the lower-teniperatum.after being waved?
.. 2. Explain Your answer:. . '

4

,.-
WW ''' st ; Lucille- had tWo-identOldry-bulb thermometers. She Placed 'one on the 'table:4nd-

'waved the other one around qUickly- for 15 svondsl: ,

I. Wilichthermometer,wOuld have registered 4he loWer teinperpture? : '.... . ... , \
2.. Explain youransWe'r. "' . .

.
.

02-Exc 4-1-2B

. :1111iN,.. v- ,..,.
:/..- 02:Ex4.4-1-3B. --eter stationary a-hd waved OIL; otherone aroiind fot.15 secmds.

.:
, ,.

. f . / I. Which therinomet&,registered the 1,ow.er temperature?. ,

' 2 Exprain,yoUr answer. . ,

\-:q.- .. ,.,-

,

,) ,

JackWet the-wicks of twO mit-bulb .thertnometers with iirater. He kept ope ,thermomc

-;!:Is
1J

":'

S.

.

*

Vie

2 7

." 'sr

',

.4

..

'

r..



,

Sam,,using the setup shown- in the diagram; formed a mist "tithe. flash without any
difficulty. A monthslatek, roaptried -the sameactivity and had great.diMulty. Be-

fore she could get any mist at- all to form,0e had to_cool.the flask with,cOld water..
. Why might Joan have had tronbleeorinthg misi..VThen Sam did- not?'

N

t.

.'. F.

t.

A

.!

V.VW:

03-Co're-113

.

In the setupshown beh;w; Pete left the light pp. for 5 minutes. He then measurM the
temperature' of,the air 2 cm above the siyface -of the dirt and of the air 2-cm above'.
the surface of the water.

Strorm I fght btilb

r

,

...
I ..,104-ie .ai warmer above the.water qr above the dirt?

.

2: Explain your answer.. .4.9 ,

0

.01

.01%41

.03-Cdre-71§'

.

10.
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,1 ,

-

03-Cire-3B
a

.... Steve placed a viece'cif ice on a toOden block in' an 'observation- bdx as shOWn in the
diagram below. Copy this diagram qn,to your answer sheet, or get a cOpy 'of it from
yeur teacher. prim arrows on .yptg copy, to shOw the direction of air.Movemenft

....,
throughout the entire box. ...

. .

,,

-.

,.

Ice.

Wooden block.

I.

WW
03-Core-4B..

. . . . , .

The .diagram below shows a summer cottage located by a very large lake. Select the' ...

. arrow that best indtcates,the wind direction on a hot, sunny day.
., i

V.

.:.

WW . Althe seashore last ornniei,- Bill noticed that each day there,was a cobt.breeze blow-..
O-CoefP5B ing in from the ocean: Which statement-belOw explains-the reason` for. this cool

breeze? .
. .r a. There is less air over the ocean than over the land.. V

tbr The,air &et the ocean is warmer than the.air aver:the:shore,
,..

Thewaves of the ocean 'caus,e1he air to be blown over -the land.
d. The air over land irusually warmer, and the cooler 9c:can aiemoves in over

.the.land and causes this warmer air to,riSe...
f4.4.

C. The
4

air over the land co'ntains more water vapor.lhan the air over the
. ocean.

.;

t",

,
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,

I ia

..

'
WIND-SPEED.
(in, 'Mph) ' -

WIND SPE.ED
SYMBOL

Lest than
If A

, -,

f

.

,
.: .

.. .4-7 ''
.,

, 8-12 ...,

13-18, ..
.,

,,

.

25-31,
. .

..

41.

I.

t.' '

Vse the informatiop,above to help interpret the weather map symbol shown nal to
the-arrow. Then answer the four questions about the symbol.

,.1. What is the wind direction?
2. What is the wind.speed?
3.tWhat is the temperature?
4. What is the.ait pressure?

.

ww
0a-Core-6B

.

- Use (the horizontal and vertical scales on the weather map shown below 'to answer WW ,

the two questions: . ' "' , . ; 03.Core-76.-

. 1. Which weather,station reported the, highest air pressure? ,. ... ,. :

2. Which weather station reported;the loVest air Pressure?
.." .

!-

am,

=MI

1 2 j 9 -6

15e-
29.20

13 29.40

3 29.40 -15 '29.70 15

14 (c29.10

%,

29 60

14C6.9:30
29.60

16 Cc2.9.b.30

4 ,

r

,.

I

. ,

j.

30

;

r



, w.".

":

. . .

.IJse,the liorizOntal-andavertieid scales- On the weatber.map sheiwn below to answer-
., 03-Core-8B th two.questions.' ,

Y..

1:Which weather station-reported the highest.wind speedl
Wbich weather Station reported the lowest wind4speed?

INW
-

. .

A ,

2 3 5 6 7

t'

WW . %. Us& the horitental and vertical scales on, the weather map 5hown below to answer
. .,,

03-Core-9B the twO questions. , .. .,

: I. Which weather statiim repb*rted the high& temperatiire?
2. Which weather station reported the lowest,temperatpre?

4.

1 2 1.3,1 4 5 1 Ai 7 i 8 r9

12cr<

29.10 .13e29.40 &.-1'0

29.20 16 C6710

29.50

i4C64)..20
14 Cc2:20

. I

t

3
';
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w

Isobars are used hy. weather .forecakters ip pre4i4ing weather 'trends. **hat is an
isobar? ,

..
,

;

WW
03-Core-10B

, .

Get .a copy of the weather map shown belkw from your' teacher. Draw in two iso-
bars on your copy of the weather map.

,

WW.

29.92.
19 Om

18

11 29.90

1

13

-«.

29,6

_25)29:66

29.65,"
29.90 .2...4p 29.90

.

23 29.56

29.65

21 29.65. 220 29.90

24 29.90

29.95

. e

2255)9.96

. ,

1

Copy the inap.of the
.pressure area near the
the wind Oyer the state.

state of SOuth Dakota shown below. The map shows a ;Ow
middle ot'' the state. Use:arrows to 'indicate the direCtiOns
when tfie low pressure area is present.

.

,

WW

'037Core-12B

32
:
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. WW

03-Core-13B

s

Ask your teacher. for 4 Copy of the, weather map shoWri below. Use the information
on the map.:tp determine'the areas where you would expect to find overcaSI
Shadein those overcast areas On your copy of the weather.map.

21 29.71- .,23 01 29.66 21 29.60

IDL.22 29.72
1

21 &29.73
. .

t..

2eiti%

29.72

2

21 29.55

.229.85*
22

24 29.60

23C;(9\:66

3 29.63
21

.1 29.72

,zp 29.55
29.i>4

23 29.60

29.59 i

.....241p29033x7.: .

29.6622n
29.67

2.3..0 29.72 25)129-73.

29.67

9 29.72

S.

26 n 29.79 .

WW

03-Core-14B
Examine the diagram of the mountain range below.

IPrevailing wind

.
. I. Which side, of the mountain range, a or b, will receive morerainfall? .

2. Explain your answer.1
,



What are three inajordcauses,of the. uplifting 'of air?'

I '
t

WW

.03-COie-158

Name'.each ot the weather map symbols bekow.:

*t

WW

037Core-11313

/From thelst below, select- the...option'that -shows tbe direction i lo.w WW

presure area shown. on the map is most likely to moye. t. 03-Core.17B._
a. Arrow

. Arrow
è. .Arrow 3
d. Arrow 4
e. All of the directions tndicated are.equally likely..

I.

4. a

.4

:;

;

4..

..

,

. .
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.WW - The Weather map beloW .shows .a,..low preSsure area approaching:Indianapolis;
'037core-18B Indiana::-...,

r . ,

*.4

s4

t

:

t

..

,

.List ,the lettersThf all the changes in the weathet you WOuld expect aS the low pres.,-.,

sure.areir approaches.
4

a. The batometricpressut* wilrrise..
b. The wind.will shift until it is'blowing from the.southwest.
C. The temperature will remain COustanf or riSc.
d: The sky will cloud over.

-e..The temperature wilrsuddenly drop.
Sy.

kti

of.

t.

.«

35
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4

A

The weatber map below,. shOws :a;.Old front approaching NeW Qtleans,.1ouisiana.
. .

ri r

03-dore-19B

. .

- e I 41.
.

Which. ofi the weather 'changes. would. you 'Impeet a occur as ilic cold. front
'approaches and.passeqhcough?

. . . . . . .
.

. .-, .

.. a. The teMperathre -will drop as.the cold front pasSes throUgh. ',...-:. ,....1.
.b/Stratus cleiuds inthOsky will warn of thc'.,apProaching cold front.
e. The barometric pressure will-teed to drop aS the colt! front approaches and.

then rise as the cold front passes. through.
. . ,..

d. The wind will Shift 'so that it'blows .fröm the north _as the cold front
_ POWs _through, . .

e..Tho,temperature will drop as the cold front approaches.

r

s

4.

36
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03-CöTe-2013
t_.

, SAY

The weather map below«shows h warm fropt approaching Gulfpdit,

.

v

, *:;",

. .;

., List the letters of all the weather changes. you would expect' to occur, aS:.t.he wartP.
frOni 'approaches and paSses through.

-a. The .barOMetric pressure will rise steadily .as 'the warm front 'approaches
and passes through. .

b. There.will be a south wind.as the warm front..apprOaches:
c. The temperature.will incretiseas the warm front passes,thio0gh:...:,.....
.d.-Cirrus clouds Will appear in the sky tirstiollowedi by, cumulus, and -thek.:,,

by .stratus as the warm..,front gets" closer.
e: There will WanorthsWind^aSsthe Warm .frontPasses through.

r

3 7
4



The arrows inthe diagrams below represent the direction§ of air mbVement. ,

1. Whih diagram best represents a warm front? .

2. Which diagram best represents a cOld frOnt?

a.

cl,

4.?

e. f.
:

o37cot0;210

.

Jack measured the aii temperature at the earth's surface.. -1t..WaS 25:20C.. He knows . WW
that the airtemperature decreases atan Average rate of about 1-.O'C'per 100m. What" 03-Exc 5-1-1B

N : - . :.was ,the, air temperature:'at an altitude of 8607'Mete.rs above the surface'ofthe earth-
,

at the. time Jack made his measurei ent? -.. ,.
,

Andy wants to determine the cicw p int at an altitude of 1890 meters above th0
earth'§ surface: .'He has measured the cw point at the earth's turface. It it 13.1°0.
He knows that IiheLdew point of air 4perses at an averageztte of 1.0°C per 550 m.
What is the 'dew point at an altitude f 1890 pi at'' the° time Andy took his
mea§urement?

. WW'
03-Exc 5-1-2B .

# ,

,:r4:.i- On August.9, Robert made the following measu zments. ,

Temperature., using-dry-bulb thermometer .28°C'
Temperature, uSing Wet-bulb thermometer = 6°C

He. used these rneasurernents,to-find that the relative h midity was 85% andthe dew
'point was 26°C. 'The height of cloud bottoins can:be o 1 tained dsing tlie following

. foripula:
-- ..,.4., " "'l \-.;,, ,. .

.Height of cloud bottOm n meter§ = 1 j2, (Tair "Tdew poin ) .

f <.. .. ... .....-
.,

'Use. Robert's, information tO calculate the height of the cloud bQttoS on August 9.

'
,

WW
03-Exc



!..litordef"to use:a nephdsdope 16 Measure-the speed of clouds, which PI the ffillowing
'01Exc 54-1B 'illeasurelpetas triu#Yeiti make?' -; - : .

..:

. : .. ... - .....i...
':-., -1' :, .-."a: The het& of youreye above the nephoscope,

o. ,ww
03-Exo 5-2-2B

.

bThe..height.of a.cloud. .

c.: The time. regilii'ed for the cloud. to trkulel...from the centg.to the edge of
the nephoscope eirele

.d...The radius of the repl1oscopë circle .1

.... e. Only the.measuremens listedin d
f; All of the MeasureMenisiistedin a, b, c, and d.

. -Use the measurements .and the formulas beloW to,scalculate the speed. (S) or,the'
clotids.

H X d
D

, ,

and

(tadius,Oineplioscop citcle),=- 0.04 meters
h (height.of eye above nephoscope) = .0.5, meters,

(estimated height of cloud) 2200 meters .

t (time for.doud to move from, center to.edge of the nephoseope
circle) = 7 se.conds

vvw

0,-ESC. 7-1-1B

A factory has just installed in its- smokestacks the new device,shown below. What .

kiffect Will tht,se large, dectricallY chafged racks'have on the smoke particles? Sekd
. theletter of ,the best .possible anSwer--frOM theAist 'below.

Electrically ch'arged racks

.

s..;

....
%. Smoke partici:ft

'Smokestack..

a. Cause. smalrpartides to clump together
b., Keep rain from entering the sfack
c. Get the smoke -dut Of the stack faster
d. Reinov,e_the color from the IlippRe
e. Stop; all gaseS' from going pp the staCk.

oto*

-N

-44

.
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i; 4
:4.

g.

S.

... .

For a number 91 years ,scieritiAS'. have been trying to -Make rain when they -want it. WW
, kOne method they have .used is to drop millions of tiny crystals of dry ice into a clOud 03-Ex&7-1-2B

from an airplane: Dty ice crystalsare very cold, hbout -73°C. EXp14M flow dropping.
. .

.

dry ice into a eloUd àan eause rah.

While
: .

watchMg a cumulus clouclone Oay, SteVe noticqd thatit did:not last long. -Why WW

do ,cumulus clouds often fade away quiCkly? 03-Exc 74;113

. .

. Hailpones usually consist of concentridayersfa ice a's shown below. Wh.y is this so?

.,

I

4_

03-Exc 7-2-2B

oncentdolayers of ice

.

.

The table beldw shows the measufrments that Etidora-has'Madeduring the las, t four

. days. ,Open Winds and Weather to page/165.'.

WW
03-Exc 7-3-1B .

DATE TIME TEAP.

(in A' )

WIND

DIR.

WIND

SPEED
(in mph)

CLOUD tYPE
'

.

'1,01.1b

'OVER

.PRECIPt-

.
TAPON
(in inches)

13A,11.

P.R.ESS. .

(in inches)-

RBI,.
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Bas.ed oh Eudor4s data and on Tahle 2 on page 165; answer thd following.questions
to tell what.changes will probably occur. in the next 24 hours.

I. Will th'e temperature increase, decrease., or staY constant?
-2. Will the rela,liveihuinklity increase, decrease, or stay constant?
3. Will:the sky becoMe cloudier, clearer, or stay the sanie?
4. Will there he any cloildt? lf so, nante the type.

Will there he'no some, o;lheaVy.precipitatiota
6. Will there, he no wind, a light breeze49r a.strong .Wind?
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I

A very important idea used in stu4iiig 'changes in the continents on the .earth was cp
first stated by Alfrej Wegener. What was it? 01 -Coiel B

If coiltMents were oke joined and have since separated, there should be soffle . CP

'doce of that. What evidence supports tlyit idea? 01 -Core-2B

The data lielow:are from the "Preliminary Determination of Epicenters" table. For

the nuiuher,Of the earthquake and after it the number olthe box in which the earth-
.

quake is located. Note4that the..boxes on the map are numbered in order from top,
to. bOttom. (For example, box 86, though unnumbered, is the Nix directly ,bi!low

box 85.)
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01 -Core-3B
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CP
01-Core4 B

The' diagrams below show the motions of four plates.
Diagram A DiagraM B

Plate X Plate Y Plate J Plate K

1. Which. of the following describe the line between the plates in Diagram A?
a. It is probably in the middle of qn ocean..
b. It is probably near the edge of a continent.
c. It is the source of shallow earthquakes.
d. It is the source of 'deep earthquakes.
e. It is the source' of no earthquakes.
f. The line is between colliding plates.
g. The line is between separating plates.

2. Which of the following-describe the.linebetween.the. plates in Diagram.-B?"
a. It is probably in the middle of an ocean.
6. It is probably n he edge of a continent,
c. It is the soure of shallow earthquakes. .
d. It is tfie sourct ottdeep earthquakes.
e. it is the source of no earthquakes.
I. The line is between colliding plates.

..
g. The line is,between separating Plates.



Study the diagram below.

-

I. Is there any evidence in the diagram that geologic change has occuried?
2. If.there is, list the processes that caused the change.

CP

01-Core-5B

*ad"

Suppose that a 19th century geologist in the Southern Hemisphere found on"at least
three diffesent continents deposits of roCk whose layers were in the sequence shown
in the difgram below. Each rock deposit included a layer which contained'the skme
kind of fossil plant. Assume you are a geologist and want to find an explanation for
this. List two questions whose answers would helti you get more information.

Mixture of .

sandstonefici
shale

Shale with
ciossil plants

Tillite

Shale

a

CP

01-Gore-6B
1,

4 4



CP . Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.
01-Core-78

CP

01-Core-8B .

Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

CP ... Your teacher wilt Aser0 you for this check when he.. can.
01-Coro-OR

CP

" 01-Core-10B
Your teacher will observe you for this check when he.can.

CP Your teacher Will observe yotOtor this check when he can.
01-Core-11B

. State evidence from the Ice Age that geologists use to support theirtheory of conti-
.

01-Res 1-1B nental drift.

CP Study the rock sequence pairs below. Each pair contains rocks from two continents
01-Res 2-1B separated by an ocean.

I. Which pair is evidence that the continents were once joined?
2. What eyidence supports your answer?

KLY

Shale

a

.Shale with
plant los.sil

Tillite

Sandstone

,

Limestone

Crystal line
rock
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Some limes a baked apple is used as amodel to explain niountain bujlding on the. CP
earth. in what ways are they similar so that the apple can explain mountain build- 01-Res 3-1B
'lag?

, .

The diagram below shpws the magnetic licki recorded in.the rocks in an Ocean basin. CP

The shaded areas represent rocks on the sea floor that record.the earth's magnetic 01-Res 4-1B
fiiAd as it is today. The white areas indicate rocks with a reversed magnetic field.
Me ridge axis is shown at the center of the diagram.

Below are four statements. Somu-of ihemarg.0switittivls,...a.ad..3onvw,atc.
list the letter of each statement which is directly observable in the diagram.

R idge axis

a. The sea floor is spreading away From the ridge.
b. The ridge axis appears to bisect the magnetic lines.
C. Four reversals are recorded in the. rocks sh\ttwn in the diagram.
d. The rocks farther from the ridge are oldei- han those near it.

l
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Get a meterStick, and put several books under one end of it to make the distanee
bet, een the table and the stick 14 cm At the high end. Keep the other end of the
me(teistick Wady with a book', as shownin the diagram below. Get &clinometer,
andmeasure the dip angle of the meterstick.

Book

Meterstick
14cm

Books Table
/

CP

02-Core-1 B

z

The five statements listed below refer to cutout block CP-02-Core-2. Get the block
from your teacher. Tile key for the block is given below.

KEY

Symbol 1.00(

sandstone
..

4.ha1e

conglom-
crate

SI 1 a le-sand-

stone.

Es
r-,--=,-
=1:=.=

fin'hl- . :4

c.-=c2
MaM556

a.

CP

02-Core-2B

al.

On Our answer sheet, write the nuinher of each statement, ancl after it indicate
whether it is an observation or an intei' rotation: Then, after each statement you
.labeled as an interpretation, state the o servation on which that interpretation is
based.

I. The rocks were uplifte.d and tilted. fter forniation.
2. The rocks are tilted :tpproximately
3. The conglomerate layers were .fo during a time when conditions
changed.
4. The sandstone layer is the youngest
5, There are four rock layers in the sectikn.

e<:

17
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CP Get rock E from the CP Rock Cheek Kit and a hand lens.
.02,core-38 1. StatewhOtherithp textufe,of,this rock is..interlocking or noninterlocking.

2. GiVe your reasOn for your answer.

CP Get rock froth tbe CP Rock Cheek Kit and a hand lens.
02-Core-4B 1. State whether the rock has interlocking.or nonn4erlocking texture.

2. Give th6. reason for your decision,

CP

02-Core-5B
Get rock H from the CP Rock Check Kit and a hand I 'is id a steel nail. Open your
textbook to Table I on page 47.

Is this rock sample igneous, Sedimenta ,.or metaihorphic?
2. For What, reason did you decide on thiit tyore of roc"?

CP Which of the characteristics belov are important in describi ig a rock's texture?
02-Core-6B a. Oriented grains

b. Cement visjble
c. Noninterlocking grains:
d. Spaces between the 'grains
e. All ot' these
1. None' et these

CP Get igneous rock sample M frdm the CP Rock Check Study it carefully.
02-Core-7B I . flcscribe the conditiOns under which it formed.

2. Where in or on the earth's, crust do those conditions exist?

- CP Select the jetter of the mountain type which has the 'characteristics of a faulted
02-Core-8B mountain. .

MOUNTAIN
TYPE

LOCATION

..
. CHIEF ROCK TYPE

.

SUI/PE
..fr_

,

a. ,
, ..

isolated on
' plains

deep,cooled igneous
or metamorphic ,

round,
dom0-shaped

i ,
- b. vallty and

ridge regions
,

marine.sedimentia
may bu metamoir lic

,

groups of long,
symmetrical,

. parallel slopes

C .

..

scarp and
._blisin regions

marine sediments,
may be metamorphic

. .

long and
wedge-shaped

d. earthquake
geyser iones

,

and surface-cooled
igneous

round,
cone-sAped

18
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Get rock sampleS E,11, J; and L from the CP Rock:Check Kit. Below is a list of CP:
-pnvironments in which the samples may have form98. Write the letter of the. rock '.02-Core-9B .

samplc after the _number of the environment in .Whick you think it Was formed.
Environments

1. From the flow of volcanic material
2. In-a pool Of molten rock deep within the crust
3. In an ocean basin
el. In solid rock of the crust; under pressure at Or near the surface of the earth

V

Compare the diagrams below and the photograph:Of Death Valley in Figure 2-7 on CP

page 36. 02-Core-10B

1. Which diagram' shOws the probable formation of Death Valley?
2. Give two pieces of evidence for yOur choice.

.

a. b.

C. d.

II° Willi%
0. 11011111.... r

.0 OM 1101

kfi f/IIIIIII;Imile/M/1111711/

4.

'811.-1.1.1.1..,111111,611117.1111:1111111:7111111111151.1111...--711Milit
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CP

02-Core-11B

f

Write the letter of the mountain type which has the characteristics of an erosional .

mountain. Erosional mountains form when softer surrounding material's erode away,

MOUNTAIN
TYPE.

LOCATION .

_

CHIEF ROCK TYPE
.

. .

SHAPE

.

a.
.

isolated on.,-
plains ,',...-.A

-,...i

deep-cooled igneous .

-or metamorphic.

.

. s round,

. i, dome-shaped

.b. e.arthquake arid
geysor;ioifes

surface-cooled
.igneOus

. round, i

.-ebne-slied .

c. scarp and
basin regions

i

maiine sediments,
. may ,bemetamorphic

.

long and wedge- ..

shaped

d.

.

valley and
. ridge regions

marine sediments,
may be metamorphic

groups of long,
.symmetric,
parallel slopes.. .

a
CP

02-Core-12B .

Get rock G from the CP Rock Check.Kit. The diagram below showsa cross section
of a mountain. If a mountain has the shape shown below and is made entirely of the
same rock as the sample, how was.the mountain formed?

v
A<

L. L
<

1 V -1 "I. < 1 <
v ( A I V < < 4.

L 1<r > j V
1 \ < <

/* /N L A A
L

CP In the table below, four types of mountains are described. Write the letter of the
02-Core-13B mountain type which has the characteristics of folded mountains.

MOUNTAIN
TYPE

LOCATION CHIEF ROCK TYPE
%

SHAPE

a. isolated on
.

,plains-
deep-cooled igneous
or metamorphic

round,
doMe-shaped

b. earthquake and
geyser zones

surface-cookd
igneous 4..

round,
cone-shaped

: c. valley and
ridge regions

marine sediments,
may be metamorphic

groups of long,
, symmetrie,

parallel slopes

d. scarp and
basin regions

marine sediments,
may be metamorphic

long and
wedge-shaped

40'
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,
Write the letter of the mountain type which has the characteristics of an old vOlcanic
crater.

MOUNTAIN
TYPE

LOCATION CHIEF ROCK TYPE
'

SHAPE ,

. .

earthquake and
'geyser zones

surface-cooled '

igneous
round,
gine-shaped

b. isolated on
plainS

deep-cooled igneous
or metaMorphic

round,
dome-shaped

c. Valley and
ridge regions

marine sfdiments,
may be metamorphic

,

groups of long,
symmetric,
parallel slopes

( . scarp and
basin regions

marine sediments, ''
may be metamorpttic

long and
wedge-shaped

CP

02-Core-14B

Write the letters of any erosional features listed below which were formed by glacial
action.

a. Undercutting
b. Cirque
c. 'Sill
d. U-shape valley
e. Hanging valley

CP

02-Core-I5B

Examine the diagram below.. Four features have been indicated by nurnbers. Which
of these features do you think are depositional.and which.erosional?

CP

02-Core-1QB

4.
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e''S CP

02-Core-17B
Get ,cutout block CP-02-qre-17 froth your teacher: IV represents layers of sea
mentary rock. What caused, them,to become so deformed? .

CP -Get rook samples 11, 0, and P from the.CP Rock Check Kit: Also get a, hand lens, a
02-Fies 5-1B .- steel nail, and: dilute HC1. .Open, your textbook to the rock test key on ,pages 45

through. 47.. Write the letter of each sample; and State if it is igneouS, sedimentary,
th4:TwAnuro4,.h, '',"v'%:, or metamorphic.

. . ,

CP The four test tubes Shown below contain the same sUbstanee which was Cooled from
02-Res 671B . a liquid to a solid at different rates: On your answer sheet, list the numbers.of the

4 'test tubes in the order of the rate from slowest to fastest at which the substance in
each was cooled. -4

4

Tube 1

c,";7,1

Tube 2 Tube 3 TAbe 4

CP Get a hand lens and, from the CP Rock Check K t, samples H, L, and M. These are
02-Res 6-2B \ three igneous rocks. Each one cooled and, solidified from a molten material.

Observe each rock carefully with the hand lens.
1. Using the letter on each, list the rocks iri the order that you think they
cooled, from fastest cooling to slowest cooling.
2. How did you debide the oraser?

z

/ CP Examinv the photograph that ir teacher has labeled CP-02-Res 74B. How. -was/
02-Res 7-1B the laye6hat the arrow points.to formed?

t. -CP Monica added a small amount of dilute HC1 to a rock sample. Bubbles immediately
02-Res 7-2B appeared on the rock.

.

.%

I. Name the rock that reacts with 'acid in this way-.
2. What is.the rock made of?

.

, \
5 2
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6.
`1

Frank-foiliitrick iiear his home. He observed that it was composed-of ono kind
of material, and the grains were noninte.rlocking, He concluded it was sedimentary,
Using -his "Minea Classification Chart," he deterMined that the 'Single Visible com-
ponent was garnet. Be then applied HC1 to the roe , and it bbgan to bubble. Since
gailitt does not reict with HCI, what would cause the HCI to bubble?

CP

02-Res 8-1B

Get cups CP-02-Res. 8-2a and- CP-02-Res 8-2b. Examine the sand in both. cups. CP

1. What difference do you notice in these fwo samples? . Oi-Res 8-2B

-2; Explain how this difference eould oecur in nature.
we

From the CP Rock Check Kit take samples K!and.J. Also get &hand km's and some CP

,dilute LICI. 02bRes 9-1B

Petermine whether each is a sandstone, a pale, or a limestone.
2. -Explain how. you know.

Gel rock 'samples E; F, and N from the CP Rock Check Kit. The map,below shows . CP,

wherMSCS shale and metamorphic rock's are found. Assume that the_intemity. of 02-Res 10-1B

metainorphkm is greatest in the southwest part of the map.

KEY
, .

meta- .,

morphic

ISCS
shale

=_
_

. In which zones would you most likely ind'each of the threerock samples
yot.e been given'?
'2. Explain.your answer.'

O
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CP

,02-Res 11-1B
Suppose you had two minerals to.compare. How could you determine (define) their
relative hardness?

CP 'Get minerals.. d, 1, and n from the CP Mineral eck Kit. Write the letter of each
02-Res 11-2B mineral, and after it.state the kind of luster' metallic or nonmetallic that it has.

CP Get mineral sarnples.g, f, and 1 from the.CP Mineral Check Kit. Examine them care-
02-ReS 11-3B fully.

1: Write the letter of each tninefal samPle that shows cleavage.
1: Explain hciw you knoW.

CP Get minerals b, e, and m from the CP Mineral Check Kit and a glass.plate and knife.
02-Res 11-4B Open your textbook to the "Mineral Classification Chart" on pages 68.and 69.

. Identify each mineral by writing its letter and name on your answer sheet.

CP The diagram below shows a rock cycle. In this case, the sedimentary rock becomes .

.02-Res 12-1B metatnorphic rock and then is melted. Using arrows and the labels from the diagram, -

draw on your answer sheet another path for a sedimentary rbck in the cycle:

Erosion

Depositiont
Sediments

Burial and
rock formation

o'

Igneous rock

, Cooling and
.crystallixation

Sedimentary rock

Melting,

Metamorphic.
rock

Metamorphism
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1. How Was the mountain shown in the. diagram below formed?
2. What evidence'supports your answer?

.0

t o

CCIP

02-Res 131B

a

.

Study the diagram below. carefully,.
I, Is the igneou,s rock an intrusion (intruded rock) or a 'flow?
2. How.d.y youlenow?

. KEY

Symbol: Rock yype

sedimentary..t.,, 1Lir- =

sedimentary
type 2

igneous

meitrnor-

...........
:.7.-,.:,.........

a...me..

1111'414
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02-Res 141B
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CP

02-Res 15-1B
-4goth of the igneous rocks shown in the diagrams below are intrusions.

. KEY

Symbol Itock

igneous .Ma,
shale--....---

I. Which is a sill?.
2. Which is a dike?
3. Explain your answers.

Diagram A. Diagram B.

CP Much of the lava found in ,the, northweMern United States did not flow from volca-
02-Res 16-'1B. goes. Instead it flowed from long cracks in the earth's surface. What are these cracks

called?

CP

02-Res..17-1B
Copy blpckNdiagram below onto your answer sheet.

I. Label the fautt tine.
V 2. Using arrows, show the .possible directions the rocks could have moved

along the fault..

.14

s



The- block diagram below illustrates rock strata,that have been compressed into folds.
' Select 'the letter of the arrow which indicates the direction of the applied force that
caused the rocks to fold.;

CP

02-Res 18-1B

Or!

The data below concern two different mountains frOm different monntain chains.

IA Which one do you think is okler?
2. EKplain your anSwer,

VIA RACTERIST1CS MOUNT LOWE MOUNT HIE

Height of peaks 7,000 feet 13,000 feet
. .

Steepness of
mountain sides

.geptle slopes
. ,

very liteep
-

Nature of valleV broad. , narrow
.

4

CP .

02-Res 19-1B

7

Snow can be turned into glacial ice. Describe the process, by which this happens. CP
02,-,Res 20-18

AndyRuggested that each of the following climate conditions would always result in

changing the size of a glacier.
a. Eighty inches of snowfall per year

" b. Snowfall in the winter which, is equalled by the loss from melting and .

evaporation in the summer ,.

,c...Snowfall in the 'winter which .is exceeded by the loss from melting. and
evaporation in the summer .

d. Snowfall. in the winter.whicivxceeds the ioss from melting and evapora-
tiotrin the whinier .

.

e. Ninet inches of snowfall per.year .

Maria disagreed, saying that only some of those.co nditions would result in .ii change

in a glacier's size\ Which options'Would cause 4 glacier's size to change?

CP

02-Res 21-1B

_



I
Study the list of locations below very carefully. CP

a. The eastern slope of molintalt ranges 03-CoVe-lB
b. The western slope ,of mountain ranges
c. The Great Plains area (central USA)
d. Coastal regions

I. Which would be likely source areas of river systems? Choose all the
-correct answers.
2. What are the reasolis for your choices?

, ,
Get a blank map of Australia ftorn your teacher. Study the average precipitation CP
map and the elevation map shown belbw. On the basis of these two maps, where do. 037Core-2B
you think river systems ,originate in ifistralia? Show your selections by shading

,
I

those large general areas for each location on your blank map.

Average precipitation' in Australia

KEY ,

Symbol Precipiiation
(in cm)

M' ,
0-25 .

26-50
,....

4,171,00,
I 0,I ;150

151,200

l'....::,;;;;......:.' i
L ...1

1,:sxtril

Elevation map, of Australia

a

KEY .

Symbo4 Elevation
(ih m)

, 1526-2440

6.11-1525

306-610 :

0-305

....- ,,.

,



400

n I

t,The diagiams below show the profiles of three different streams.

Profile a.

Profile b

Profile c..

1. Select, the diagram which reprennts the streaM with the greitest Potential
energy?
2. Why did you chooseit?'

t.

CP Get .a supply and two catch buckets and a 100-ml beaker from the suppl? area. Set

03-Core-4B tbe water flowing-through a stream table into the reservoir -at 10 ml/sec without
changing the slope of the table. When you think you have the correct flow, ask your
teacher to check it.:

5 9



,-
A stream table was used to determine how long it would take for 50 grams of a sand-
gravel, mixture to be eroded. The slope of the table Was varied,. butthe amount of '-
water used was the same for each trial. Study the data table below carefully. ,State
how you`think the slope of the stream table and the rate of erosion Of the stream
trough are related.

HEIGHT OF STREAM
TABLE'S.UPPER END
ABOVIV ITS LOWER
END (in co)

TIME TO REMOVE 50 g
OF A SAND:GRAVEL
MIXTURE (in sec)
Trial 1 Trial 2

3 30 31

6 17 16

., 12 8 7

t, CP

03-Core-%

The .diagram below is a profile of a creek.
I. Select the letter which shows where a gravel deposit will most likely occur.

'2. Explain your answer.

CP

03-Core-6B

Examine the following list of.statements. Each describes a change or an event that CP
could occur in some region of the United States. Write the letter of any of the ()3-Core-7B
changes 'listed below that would almost immediately increase a river's kinetic energy.

a. Removal,of tree stumps fr.pm a stream bed
b. Ten days of snow in January
c. Spring showers on a snowy slope
d. Sunnner thundershowers



CP The rate of stream erosion has been Measured at al certain location on the Alafaya
03-Core-8B River' for one year. The graph below shows the erosion rate at this location. What

would be the Main cause for decreasew or increases in erosion rate as shown on the
graph? \
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CP A -stream table is a good model of real rivers. Dectde what effects on the stream
03-Core-9B would follow the "changes in the stream table listed below. Get a copy of table

CP-03-Core-9B from your tea\cher. Complete each box of the table by writing + to
shoil that the change increases the effect, to show that it decreases the effect, and
0 to show that it has no effect,

CHANGE OR'
DIFFERENCE

POTENTIAL
ENERGY

KINETIC
ENERGY

EROSION
RATE

Lower the starting height

Rocks in the bed '.

Less water

Steeper. slope

Harder bed

r.

.. .

A'

CP Which of .thu following features .are formed when a river'sltinetic energy has been
03-Core- 10B reduced? Choose all the correct 'answers.

a. Deltas
b. Potholes
c. Gullies
d. Mud bars.

e. Strew]) channels



Earth materialS are eroded in different ways according o cliniate and geography.
Erosion is often caused by flowing water, wave action, wft4, and glaciers. What is.
.the chief cause of erosion at each of the four areas nunibureI below on the map of
the United States?

CP
03-Core-11B

Look at the-diagrams.below of a river.

Front views

Overhead view

CP
03-Core-12B

For each of the pairs of letters, select the location where the river will flow faster.
Assume that all parts of the river have the same slope.

I. Location a or b
2. Locat ion c or d
3. Location e or f
4. Location g or h

r

62 j

4.

C.
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el

The d4ram beloui show a stream table setup. Water will be allowed to flow at
7 ml/sed from the reservoir into the stream channel. The level of the water in the -
lake will be kept cqnstant.

Select the maximum depth (1, m, n, o, or p) to which the channel will be
cut.
2. Select the' letter of the statement, below which best explains your choice..

a. Channel depth is controlled by time. -N'.1")

b. Channel depth is controlled bthe.404.1 oethe lake.
c. Channel depth is controlled by the bottoth of the stream table.

'd. Channel depth is controlled 'by the rate of flow.

03-Res.29-1B

Stream channel .

Level of water in lake

4

The diagram below represents a lengthwiSe section of the river bottom in a delta. CP

I. Was the water flowing from X to, Y to Z at the time the materials were 03-Res 32-1B

deposited?
2. Explain your answer. 4 °

X

6 4



4,

CP Look carefully at the diagram of the stream bed and its key.below. The arrowshows
03-Res 33-1B -the direction the water flows.

1: Write the 4etter of any place where a wattfall could form.
2. State the ieason for your choice.

4t-

a

KEY ,

Symbol Rock
e

basal t

shale

lirn eitone

Wrligi

:117::
,

, CP Th map below shows.the paths of several gullies. Copy this map onto your answeft
03-Res 34-16 sIée.t. or use the one provided by your teacher.

1. Use an arrow labeled flow to show the 'direction that water flows in de
of the gullies. . .

2. Use an arrow labeled growth to show the direction in which one off the
gullies will tend to grow. /

/



c-

The diagram below shows the path of a river and three lettered points along its CP
course. Arrows mark the direction the 'water flows. .03-Res 36-1B

- 1. At which points is erosion likely to occur?
2. At which points is deposition likely to occui?
3. State the reason for your choices. 1.

4

ft

The diagram bekm shows a meander in a stream. CP
I. Which of the four land are4s represented by letters will probably be eroded. 63-Res 36-213
first?
/ Explain the reason for. your answer.

9
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cp
03-Res 37-1B

,o

--

,This relief map below shows sand dunes.
1. From which direction does the prevailing wind blow?

r 2. State your evidence from the. map.
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4.

Examirre the two diagrams below.
I. Select the letter of the diagram 11.6wing a beach which has been attacked
by high-energy waves.
2. StAe the evidence tha't supports your answer.

Diagram a.

Diagram b.

c

CP

04-Core-1B A

4

The diagram below shows a shoreline with a sand beach andthe water level ai low
Ode. Suppose that,a hurricane with high Winds and waves pounded against the beach
for several hours.

I. What Would happen to tbe beach find its sand?
2. Include in your,answer a diagram of the area after the hurricane is over.

Water level
Sarid

.,f
%%iv,:

!
I N. Solid rock r

\ 1'4% 1°0% I
\ .1 S

CP .

04-Core-2B

Study the three changes along a shoreline listed below For each change, 'state
whether it is evidence of high-energy wave action or low-energy wave action.

I. Sand piled up around bulkheads and pilings
2. Exposed rock and Coarse gravel
3. Accumulation of sand offshore, a bench

CP

04-Core-3B f

6 8
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CP ,
04-Core-4B

41

)

.
. .4

. ts.

The diagrams bell:4 show how a stream table can be used to show the formation of a
sand 'beach. Diagram A shows the setup before waves are produced. Diagram B

.
shows the same setup after.the waves ceased.

1. iLlow 'Weie these waves produced in Me st.reaM table? .

--. 2.. What,iis an iMportant variable in The frmItiOn of Ow beach?

,

0

Diagram A.

4.4

,.
'Diagram B.

'

'Clamp closed
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a

-Copy the diagratwbelow: or-get a copy of it from your teacher. Suppose waves erode CP

sa-nd at pOint. A. 04-Corp-6B
1. Shade in the place most of.the sand is likelY to bc'.deposited.
2. Show the path of the.sand with arrows.

Prevailing winds46

IMMIN

Beach

: . I .
. : . :% (.0- ;:_;-.A.%:

4

Ocean

1

i
! : ,

~,The strait betweelt British Columbia and Washington. is a tioid. Chesapeake Bay on
the Past Cc:4st of the United States is an estuary. Mhaf is trie difference betWeen a

fiord and .a.n estuary'?
,

4
S./

CP

04-Core-7B

..
. .

.The diagrath below shows w:aves hitting.a tocky coastline.
.

.

I ' I . Wbere will erosion of tht rock face by theSc wav6 be greatest? :.- 04-Res 38-1 B--,...
. .

.

% .... 2:.Explain.:Your answer;
, .

CP

a.

The following are.f.eatures that are formed aloug shorelines. Selee-t any of the fea: 'CP
tures which are cominaly associated with rocky or steeply inclined shorelines.. 04-Res 38-2B

a. l'innacle.
.-

b. Deltas.-",,
c. Benches
d. Caves

4. Spits

;



CP Clioosing the right wave at the right spot is important _to surfer.. .

04-Res 39-1B 1. Which lettered wave shown in the diagram below would give a. gifferthe
best ride?
2. Explain why your choice is best.and why you did not select .the otherU..

kl% waves.
A

CP . Study the three diagrams belOw of ocean waves approaching different shoreliries.
04-Res 40-1B 1. Write- the letter of any diagramthich shows 'e6nditions for .the bending

of waves by diffraction,. .

f
2. Write the letter of any diagram which,.shows conditions for the btnding of
waves by refraction. . s..

3. Explain yapi answers.to parts I. and 2.:

Diagram a. Diagram b. Diagram c.



Copy the diagrams below, or get copies Of theim front your teavher. bAagratil :4, shows _ CP

wave fronts approaching a bay. Diagrarti 2 hows 'Wave fronis apprOithing a \head- : . .. 04-Res 40-2B
land. Draw in more wave fronts on each diagram to .show thanges in the. shape Of,
the fronts that would occur as they move shoreward. r.,. r

Diagram 1. . Diagram 2.k ,

Copy the diagrams below, or get copies ot them from your teadier. Diagram 1 shows
wave fronts approaching an. opening between two barriers. Diagram 2 shows wave
fronts approaching a single barrier. Draw more*wave fronts toward the land to show
any probable changes in their direction as they move shoreward pasi the barriers.

Diagram 2.. Diagram 1.

CP

04-Res 40-3B

01.

2
"Th



CP The graph below shows the tidal record at Beaufort Island for 12 days.
04-Res 42-143 1. Estimate the mean sea level at Beaufort Island. (Estimate it; do not calcu-

late it.)
2. Which group of readings did you consider to estimate the mean sea level?,

169011

5

2

1
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CP
04-Res 43-1B

Select the diagram below which shows the relationship among, t le sun, the moon, and
the earth which would result lii the highest ocean'tides.

Diagram a. Diagram b. Diagram c.



,

Study the coastline and the benches (steps) shown in the diagram below.
1. What caused the benches on this beach?
2. Explain why there are several benches.

l

I CP

04-Res 44-1B

Present sea level

Look at \he diagram of a coastline below. Suppose sandstone from area X is eroded.
,

What is thc letter of the arrow which indicates the direction the resulting
sand is likely to take'?
2. What will the deposited sand form?

.

CP

04-Res 46-1B

7 4 11


